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Purpose:
The Siemens DirectDensity (DD) algorithm is designed to allow for

customization of scanning protocols. This algorithm is novel in that it

will allow for scanning at energies between 70-140 kV with only one

CT calibration curve in the treatment planning system instead of

multiple curves or limiting scanning to 120 kV. DD has the potential to

reduce dose to patients by customizing protocols to body habitus

while also improving image contrast. A limitation of the algorithm is

that calibration curve is truncated at 1.83 g/cm3. While this includes

most materials commonly encountered in RO, it leaves out high-Z

materials that are often included in the scan range such as hip

protheses, spinal stabilizations, etc. The aim of this project is to use a

Monte Carlo simulation to extrapolate the calibration curve for high-Z

materials. The results from the Monte Carlo simulation will then be

used to quantify any the degree of dosimetric uncertainty in clinical

treatment plans.

Methods and Results:
TOPAS version 3.6.1 MC was used to model a 64 slice Siemens

Somatom Confidence and the Gammex 467 RMI tissue

characterization phantom. Preliminary data has shown that multi

slice projections can successfully be modeled. The data using

the titanium insert is shown above. Inclusion of using filtered

back projection and iterative reconstruction techniques will be

modeled as well as materials commonly used in orthopedic

prosthetics such as Ti, Ca, Cr, Al, and stainless steel.

Conclusions:
Many radiation oncology clinics scan only at 120 kV to

reduce the potential for error in selecting the wrong

calibration curve for a given scan, but with DirectDensity,

many energies can be utilized with full confidence.

Based on the preliminary data acquired with the MC

simulation we anticipate the DD images to have a

dosimetric uncertainty around 2% for high-Z materials,

but further data acquisition is still required. If our

hypothesis is correct, there will be no impediment to

implementing the DD algorithm.


